This paper presents an approach for the e ective combination of interpolation with binarization of gray level text images to reconstruct a high resolution binary image from a lower resolution gray level one. We study two nonlinear interpolative techniques for text image interpolation. These nonlinear interpolation methods map quantized low dimensional 2 2 image blocks to higher dimensional 4 4 (possibly binary) blocks using a table lookup operation. The rst method performs interpolation of text images using context-based, nonlinear, interpolative, vector quantization (NLIVQ). This system has a simple training procedure and has performance (for gray-level high resolution images) that is comparable to our more sophisticated generalized interpolative VQ (GIVQ) approach, which is the second method. In it, we jointly optimize the quantizer and interpolator to nd matched codebooks for the low and high resolution images.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing image resolution is of great interest for many imaging applications such as image enlargement (in medical imaging and digital photography), and enhancement of coded images (in multimedia applications). The application that motivated this work is the problem of gray level scanning of essentially binary text images at low resolution (e.g., 300 dpi) followed by reproduction at a higher resolution (e.g., 600 dpi) by printing on binary devices.
Standard approaches to interpolation rely on unrealistic assumptions about text images. Bilinear interpolation, for example, assumes continuity of the image. Bicubic interpolation imposes continuity on both the image and its rst derivatives. Spline techniques may make assumptions about the continuity of even higher order derivatives. In e ect, all these standard methods are examples of bandlimited interpolation. But many text images scanned at low to medium resolution are not good candidates for bandlimited interpolation, because the Nyquist condition is not satis ed near the high-contrast edges.
Among the standard techniques, nearest neighbor interpolation (pixel replication) requires the least computation, but results in blockiness in the interpolated image. The bilinear interpolation and spline techniques, while providing better quality in the smooth portions of images, tend to smooth edges and other discontinuities. Finally, the sinc interpolator (a spline of in nite order 1]) cannot be used in practice because its in nite lter length causes a lack of locality and high complexity.
As an alternative to these standard techniques, other interpolation methods exploit information relevant to edge preservation to enhance the quality of the resulting images. Median ltering 2], 3] preserves approximately the sharpness of isolated image transitions. However, the edge preserving property of the median lter does not apply at corners or certain other two dimensional structures.
Another class of edge preserving interpolation methods is the directional interpolation techniques 4], 5], 6], 7], which perform one-dimensional interpolation along the minimum variation direction. Directional interpolation schemes classify image regions as edgy or smooth, and then individually interpolate these regions using an appropriate directional interpolator. Near an edge, the location and orientation of the edge is estimated and used as the basis for the interpolation. One problem with directional interpolation techniques is that downsampling in edgy regions introduces uncertainty in the estimate of the orientation and location. This can create large interpolation errors at sharp edges, such as on the contours of the letters in text images.
In multiresolution methods 8], 9] the available bandwidth is extended to half of the new sampling rate. These methods exploit the regularity of edges across resolution scales to estimate the high frequency information that is required for the interpolation. These algorithms estimate the regularity of edges by measuring the rate of decay of wavelet transform coe cients across scales and attempt to preserve the underlying regularity by extrapolating a new high frequency subband to be used in high resolution image reconstruction. In 10] the spatial correlation (mainly at the edges) across the successive scales is exploited to estimate a new high frequency subband that is required by the synthesis bank of the lter bank.
In all of these interpolation techniques, better performance comes at the expense of higher complexity than required by the standard linear methods. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the focus of our work is to produce an interpolated binary image. Interpolation and binarization, when performed in two separate steps, results in suboptimal performance. It is not optimal because the operations are carried out independently, and the distortion measure used for interpolation does not match that used for binarization. This paper addresses the following question: Can interpolation be combined e ectively with binarization using VQ? Vector quantization has established itself as a powerful tool in speech and image processing problems that require clustering and classi cations. An overview of the widespread applications of VQ in image processing is given in 11]. There are varieties of examples in which image compression is combined with classi cation 12], with histogram equalization 13], and with volume rendering 14]. The objective of these techniques is either to lessen the complexity of the processing or to provide better quality by jointly optimizing two individual processing steps. Successful application of vector quantization for combined compression and binarization of natural images 15] encourages us to apply it for the problem of joint optimization of interpolation and binarization. In 16], the author showed that nonlinear interpolative VQ (NLIVQ) can be used to map an observable random vector X to a nite set of estimated values of a random vector Y . However, as we show later, mapping a set of low resolution image blocks into a collection of thresholded higher resolution reproduction blocks by the NLIVQ method does not result in promising binary outputs. As an alternative to the highly suboptimal NLIVQ method, we propose a generalized interpolative VQ (GIVQ) technique 17] which is a special case of generalized vector quantization (GVQ) 18]. GIVQ is a joint optimization method using deterministic annealing 19].
During the design phase of GIVQ, the training vectors are assigned to clusters in a probabilistic fashion. Consequently, the joint optimization of the quantization, interpolation, and binarization can be formulated within a probabilistic structure.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the necessary concepts for designing the nonlinear interpolative VQ and generalized interpolative VQ for image interpolation. Section 3 is devoted to the mathematical formulation of the generalized interpolative VQ algorithm based on deterministic annealing. Joint optimization of the interpolation and binarization is described in this section as well. In Section 4, we present the experimental results. Finally, Section 5 provides open problems and concluding remarks.
IMAGE INTERPOLATION USING NLIVQ

Interpolative VQ System
An interpolative VQ system is fully speci ed by the two codebooks, one (the encoder codebook of size N labeled C in Fig. 2 ) for the low resolution image blocks and the other (the decoder codebook of size N labeled C in Fig. 2 ) for the corresponding high resolution image blocks, and a rule for mapping the feature vectors to the signal vectors. In interpolative VQ, the encoder 4 takes k-dimensional (e.g., 2 2) image blocks of a low resolution (e.g., 300 dpi) image as its input and quantizes them based on the partitioning speci ed by the codebook C. These quantized image blocks are mapped into blocks of dimension l (e.g., 4 4) by the interpolative decoder from codebook C . In other words, the interpolative VQ takes low dimensional feature vectors X and maps them into higher dimensional signal vectors Y producing a high resolution image.
Design Methodology of Nonlinear Interpolative VQ
Nonlinear interpolative vector quantization (NLIVQ) 16] was introduced primarily to reduce the complexity of the quantizer that can be achieved by operating on a reduced dimensional feature vector that is extracted from a high dimensional signal vector. In this Section, we apply NLIVQ to the image interpolation problem.
An NLIVQ system has a sequential design methodology. A modi ed nearest neighborhood VQ is rst designed to partition the k-dimensional feature space (1)
Here Q( ) is a vector quantizer whose output is constrained to be one of a nite set of N vectors.
Assume (x t , y t ) to be the feature and signal vector pairs in the training set. Then the objective of the NLIVQ method is to quantize optimally the feature vector x t using a training set of feature data without regard to the statistical correlation between x t and y t . In this approach, we seek the set of codewords fx i g N i=1 that gives the minimum average distortion when quantizing the entire set of low resolution training data; i.e., we seek a codebook C of size N such that the mean squared-error is minimized:
) (2) where d f ( ; ) is the squared error measure in the feature space.
The encoder codebook can be designed using any standard vector quantization technique such as the LBG algorithm 20] or a more robust method such as the deterministic annealing method 19]. We used a principal-axis splitting technique 21] to derive the codewords fx i g N i=1 . Starting from an initial codeword x 1 , the training system undergoes a sequence of codebook augmentations until the number of low resolution reproduction codewords n reaches the speci ed number N (for example 64). In each augmentation the number of codewords n is incremented by one and the average distortion in (2) is minimized with respect to fx i g n i=1 by running the generalized Lloyd algorithm on the whole training set. For this method to work well for our problem, we have found that the training algorithm requires that we rst remove the \all white" and \all black" blocks from the low resolution training data so that these blocks, which are quite numerous in the training data, do not in uence the codewords derived for the remaining blocks.
After nishing with the low resolution encoder design, the high resolution decoder reproduction words fy i g N i=1 are chosen to minimize the average distortion of the interpolated image (for the given low resolution encoder); i.e., 
GENERALIZED INTERPOLATIVE VQ
Formulation of Generalized Interpolative VQ Algorithm
Generalized interpolative VQ (GIVQ) is a special case of GVQ 18] . The successful application of GVQ to the coding of noisy sources 23] encouraged us to apply it to the interpolation problem.
In GVQ the estimate of a random vector Y is formed from a random vector X using an estimator 
The GIVQ design objective is to minimize the error caused by estimating Y using h(x) de ned as d i (Y; h(x)). GIVQ is described by the same block diagram as NLIVQ; i.e. as depicted in Fig. 2 , GIVQ consists of an encoder followed by an interpolative decoder. The encoder maps the low dimensional input vector X to an index i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; N g by applying a nearest neighbor rule over a low dimensional codebook C with size N . Then the interpolative decoder looks up the corresponding higher dimensional signal vector Y in codebook C .
The main di erence between GIVQ and NLIVQ is that NLIVQ chooses the partitions to minimize the distortion in the input space (optimum quantizer), while GIVQ choose them to minimize the distortion in the output space. Consequently, unlike NLIVQ, the codewords of the GIVQ in codebook C are not necessarily the`centroids' of the input (feature) space vectors assigned to the same partition. Like GVQ, for a mean squared error distortion measure the optimum GIVQ satis es the necessary conditions given in 18].
To formulate the GIVQ problem, let the sets fx i g N i=1 and fy i g N i=1 be the codewords in the low and high dimensional vector spaces, respectively. Also let d f ( ; ) and d i ( ; ) be the distortion measure in the low dimensional vector space X and increased dimension vector space Y , respectively. Then, for a given set of training pairs T = f(x t ; y t )g, we want to optimize the codewords fx i g N i=1 and fy i g N i=1 so that the total distortion in the signal space Y is minimized: (6) From (5) and (6), it is obvious that the joint optimization problem is not a trivial one. Deterministic annealing has been shown by 23] to be a successful method for solving the optimization problem while imposing the nearest neighbor constraint given by (6) . Therefore, we have chosen this approach for the joint optimization of the quantizer and interpolator.
Optimization of GIVQ by Deterministic Annealing
Deterministic annealing (DA) 19] provides a probabilistic encoding rule for GIVQ that can be exploited to enforce the nearest neighbor constraint on the encoder while minimizing the distortion in the signal space Y . Although convergence to the global minimum is not assured, it has been shown to be a successful method for avoiding many local minima. Randomization of the partition subject to a constraint on the encoder entropy results in a Gibbs distribution. This data clustering becomes a fuzzy membership operation in which each vector X is assigned to every cluster by associative probabilities given by the Gibbs' distribution 19] 
where is a positive scalar parameter controlling the degree of randomness. By this fuzzy membership, each input vector X belongs to all of the clusters with a probability that depends on its distance from the codewords representing those clusters. In this formulation it is assumed that the data assignment is an independent operation that ignores the correlation between adjacent image blocks. The associated Shannon entropy for this random partitioning is de ned by 
To obtain the necessary optimality conditions for minimizing F , we set to zero the derivatives of 
Here F x j , and F x are de ned for any (x t ; y t ) as 
The scalar parameter should satisfy the following optimality equation
The role of the temperature and the scalar in the optimization can be seen through (10).
While determines the relative contributions of entropy and signal space distortion in the overall cost function, the parameter controls the entropy itself through the probability in (8) . At the beginning of the annealing process the temperature is high and consequently more weight is given to the entropy than to the distortion. But gradually, as the temperature is decreased the cost function becomes solely a function of the distortion. GIVQ can be trained by randomly initializing both feature space codewords fx i g N i=1 and signal space codewords fy i g N i=1 , then optimizing (10) with respect to the parameters for each given temperature. To optimize F with respect to fx i g N i=1 ,
fy i g N i=1 and at any xed temperature , we use (11) for the decoder parameters and a gradient descent method for both and encoder parameters. Therefore, the optimization of the codewords and is iterative for a given temperature. The starting and stopping values of the temperature and the trajectory by which it is reduced depend on the training data (the dimension of both feature and signal space data, and the range of their variation). For the training data with input and output blocks of dimension 2 2 and 4 4, respectively, and gray scale values ranging from zero to one, our experiments showed that starting from =10 and reducing the temperature by 2 percent at each stage until reaching a value of about =.001 was an appropriate choice. It is also worth noting that the scalar has to be initialized carefully. This parameter, which is optimized during the course of the annealing process, becomes very large when the annealing process reaches its conclusion. Like the temperature, the starting value for depends on the training data and should be chosen to be small enough so that the randomness is maximized in the beginning. However, if we choose too small a value then all the initial codewords merge together undesirably.
4 BINARIZATION OF TEXT IMAGES
Binary Constrained GIVQ Method
Our approach for combined interpolation and binarization of text images involves designing an interpolative VQ whose encoder codewords fx i g N i=1 are gray level and decoder codewords fy i g N i=1 are binary. This would be a special case of GIVQ in which a gray level low dimensional feature vector X is mapped into a binary higher dimensional signal vector Y producing a high resolution binary image. In the following, we present a simple extension of the GIVQ algorithm for the design of jointly optimal encoder and interpolative decoder codebooks. It is worth noting that a suboptimal algorithm for interpolation and binarization might very well result in better-looking images than an optimal one, if the distortion criterion is not an e ective or consistent gauge of visual perception. In optimization of GIVQ, we use a mean-squared-error distortion measure. In addition to making the mathematical development feasible, it is also suitable with bilevel text and line art because for binary signals it is equivalent to a Hamming distance. However, the same approach could not be expected to work well with halftoned natural images.
Here we assume that the range of image intensities is 0; 1]. We use the previous training set (x t ; y t ) in the low and high resolution space except that y t is constrained to be a binary version of the high dimensional signal vectors. One method of imposing the binary constraint on the codewords fy i g N i=1 into the optimization of free energy F in (10) is to use a simple thresholding operation, which gives the nearest binary codeword according to the mean-squared-error distortion measure.
Consequently, we optimize F with respect to fx i g N i=1 , fy i g N i=1 , and at any given temperature as described in the previous section, then we threshold the codewords fy i g N i=1 and continue with the optimization of F at the next temperature. By this iterative technique the initial binary codewords are improved through the deterministic annealing process. It is important to note that both the decoder codewords fy i g N i=1 and the distribution of the signal vectors Y in this case lie on vertices of a hypercube. Consequently, the free energy F takes on only discrete values as the annealing process proceeds. Thus, the optimization by a gradient descent method is easily trapped in a local minimum and is sensitive to the initial location of the encoder and decoder codewords. Therefore, it is helpful to start with only one codeword and use the splitting procedure described in the next section to avoid local minima.
Algorithm Description
The algorithm starts at a very high temperature and small value of with only one initial representative in both the feature and signal spaces (N = 1). As the temperature decreases, the balance between distortion and entropy in (10) changes toward less randomness. For each gradually decreasing temperature, the representatives and scalar parameter are optimized. This procedure continues until reaches a critical value given by 
Here is an eigenvalue of its matrix argument that is achieved by during the temperature schedule, and C xy and C yy are cross-covariance and covariance matrices de ned for each cluster by taking into account the probabilistic data assignment 13 codeword X is initiated along the direction of the projection of that eigenvector into the feature space (this projection was approximated by the corresponding coordinates of the signal space eigenvector in the feature space). This procedure of decreasing the temperature and optimizing (10) continues as described, and every time the temperature hits the critical temperature of any cluster, the corresponding codeword is split. By proceeding in this fashion, the number of codewords increases to the desired value. At that point the splitting is stopped and the temperature is driven to zero while the parameters in (10) are optimized. In the limit as ! 0 (and a large value of ) the randomness is highly limited while the distortion in the signal space is minimized through (10).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the successful interpolation of the text images using interpolative VQ, we conducted several experiments. We rst present some examples of interpolation of a gray level image into a higher resolution gray level image using context-based (lapped) nonlinear interpolative VQ. We then consider the problem of rendering a gray level image into a higher resolution binary image.
We compare the performance of NLIVQ and GIVQ with those obtained by standard interpolation methods. It is worth noting that we do not start with a binary image in the low resolution. In fact to obtain a better quality at the output of the interpolation process, we scan text images 256 gray scales rather than binary values. Thus, the goal is to map a low resolution gray level text image into a high resolution (binary) output.
To train the interpolative VQ system, we required a set of 300 dpi images and their 600 dpi counterparts. Inasmuch as we did not have actual images at the two resolutions that were carefully co-registered, we generated the 300 dpi low resolution training images by lowpass ltering the 600 dpi training images using a simple separable lter with a row and column impulse response given by h(n) = :25 (n) + :5 (n ? 1) + :25 (n ? 2)
14 and downsampling by a factor of two horizontally and vertically. Our preliminary experiments shows that lowpass ltering prior to downsampling reduces slightly the artifacts in the interpolated images compared with simple downsampling without lowpass ltering. With this approach, there is a one-to-one corresponding between (e.g., 2 2) input blocks in the low resolution images and (e.g., 4 4) output blocks in the originally scanned high resolution training images. These pairs of blocks (x t ; y t ) in the low and high resolution spaces were used to train the system. The training set is obtained from a half page of single-spaced text in 8 point Times New Roman font that was scanned at 600 dpi. Then, as explained in Section 2.2, all the input blocks and their corresponding output blocks that were either all black or all white were removed (in NLIVQ) or reduced in density (in GIVQ) from the training set. Note that the codewords associated with all white or all black clusters are known in advance with the NLIVQ method so we can append them after training.
However, this is not true in GIVQ. Therefore, in GIVQ the density of all black and all white blocks have been reduced to the density of the other clusters in the training data. The nal training set that is used contains about 60000 vector pairs (input, output). We trained on Times New Roman font and tested on one line text that was not included in the training set. Di erent inputs were tested including text in Courier, Times, New York, and Italic Times fonts. The results of the test on di erent fonts were similar to or slightly better than the result of the tests on the Courier font which are presented here.
In the codebooks that we have designed, the encoder codebook C was rst chosen to have dimension four (i.e., 2 2 gray level blocks) and size N , while the interpolative decoder codebook C had a dimension of sixteen (i.e., 4 4 blocks) with the same number of codewords as codebook C. For a given low resolution gray level (256 levels) image, the input is divided into overlapping 2 2 blocks, then each block is quantized independently by the encoding rule to a codeword in codebook C. The index of the associated codeword is then used by the interpolative decoder (i.e., the 600 dpi VQ decoder) to select the four center pixels of the corresponding 4 4 codeword from codebook C using a table lookup operation to produce the corresponding higher resolution image.
Although, the results are presented for interpolation by a factor of two, the method can be adapted for interpolation by a rational ratio (e.g., going from 200 dpi input to 300 dpi output). However, we may not be able to use lapped VQ and therefore the overall quality might be degraded. Moreover, the complexity of VQ can become an issue for some ratios (e.g., 4:7). Note that in re-sampling 4:7, the input and output blocks have to be 4x4 and 7x7 (or a multiple of this), respectively. Since a mean removed VQ cannot be used, the size of the codebooks must be increased for this case. It is worth noting that our primary results on mean removed VQ were not promising due to the need for more accurate estimation of the mean value of the higher resolution blocks from the low resolution block. Using the mean value of the low resolution blocks as an estimate of the mean value of higher resolution blocks resulted in blurred outputs.
Interpolation of Gray Level Text Images
In the following experiments, we report the successful interpolation of text images using contextbased (lapped) NLIVQ. The NLIVQ system was trained over text printed in 8 point Times New Roman font and then tested using the Courier font. Codebook sizes of 128 and 64 were designed.
As shown in Fig. 4 2 , the di erences between the image originally scanned at 600 dpi and the VQ images resulting from the codebook sizes of 128 and 64 are subtle. Comparing Fig. 4 (c) with Fig. 4(d) shows that using context (lapped NLIVQ) improves the quality of the higher resolution image noticeably. Fig. 4(e) shows the output of an NLIVQ system that was trained on an 8 point font and applied to 10 point input text. All of these examples demonstrate that the lapped NLIVQ system produces very good high resolution text images for di erent font sizes and types.
In another experiment, we compared standard interpolation techniques with the NLIVQ method.
By inspection of the interpolated images shown in Fig. 5 , it is obvious that the edges are reconstructed more sharply by our lapped NLIVQ than by either the bilinear or pixel replication methods. 2 The font is magni ed ten times by sample pixel replication so that ne di erences can be readily observed. 16 
Interpolation and Binarization of Text Images
As mentioned earlier, we proposed GIVQ mainly for simultaneously interpolating and binarization of text images. We trained a binary constrained GIVQ and an NLIVQ system over a training set (about 63000 vector pairs) consisting of binary high resolution (600 dpi) blocks and their corresponding gray level low resolution (300 dpi) blocks. Both the NLIVQ and GIVQ systems were trained using 8 point Times New Roman font text then tested using the Courier font at the same size. In this experiment only a codebook of size 64 was designed because of the extremely long codebook design time. show the 300 dpi gray level image and the desired 600 dpi binary image, respectively. The results of interpolation from 300 dpi to a binary 600 dpi image using the pixel replication method, the bilinear interpolation technique, and the NLIVQ algorithm are presented in Fig. 6(b) , (c) and (d), respectively. The binary images are produced by thresholding the gray level high resolution images generated by these methods. Furthermore, Fig. 6 (e) shows the result of interpolation from 300 dpi to a binary 600 dpi image using the binary constrained GIVQ system.
By inspection of these gures, we notice that the image generated by pixel replication is very jagged, and su ers from blocking e ects. Bilinear interpolation results in fat characters. Moreover, the serifs on the letters are lled in by this method. It is also noticeable that the thresholding NLIVQ produces burst errors. Comparison of the images shows that the GIVQ produces the binary image that is closest to the ideal binary image, although it is not perfect.
OPEN PROBLEMS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we presented two algorithms for text image resolution enhancement. We rst showed that the NLIVQ system that is implemented by contextual interpolation produced very good high resolution gray level text images for di erent font sizes and types. We also demonstrated the superi- 3 The font is again magni ed ten times by sample pixel replication so that ne di erences can be readily observed ority of this interpolation technique with respect to standard methods such as bilinear interpolation and pixel replication. Then, based on the promising results of the NLIVQ algorithm, we proposed the generalized interpolative vector quantization (GIVQ) method to design jointly optimal codebooks for the encoder and decoder. Finally, we solved the problem of the joint optimization of interpolation and binarization under a common distortion measure by using a binary constrained GIVQ algorithm. Consequently, by this method, the interpolation and binarization of images are carried out in a single step by a table lookup operation. Our preliminary results showed better performance of GIVQ over NLIVQ for binary images.
Further improvement of the high resolution gray level images that are produced by the NLIVQ method can probably be achieved by using a larger codebook and very long training sequence.
The immediate consequences of this solution are the additional searching time for encoding and the hardware complexity. A more appropriate approach might be to use a distortion measure based on human visual perception. Recall that in VQ training we used a squared-error distortion measure. Using a frequency-weighted-squared-error measure 15] in the VQ training might improve the quality of the resulting images without adding complexity to the interpolation process.
It would be an interesting investigation to consider the following modi cations for the joint interpolation and binarization method (binary constrained GIVQ). Recall that at each optimization step of the annealing process, we selected the binary codewords by a simple thresholding operation, which gives the nearest binary codeword according to the mean-squared-error distortion measure.
An interesting open problem is to modify the optimization of free energy in the binary GIVQ algorithm so that the amount of distortion energy falling into the human visual passband is minimized.
This may be done by a full search (among all the possible binary vectors) to select a binary vector (for the decoder codebook) that minimizes a low frequency-weighted-squared-error distortion at each optimization step of the annealing process.
A simpler method to improve the results of binary interpolated images might be formulated by observing the signi cant e ects of burst errors on the quality of the reconstructed binary image.
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One can modify the optimization of free energy in the binary GIVQ algorithm so that the maximum quantization error in the signal space is minimized (minimax constraint). This reduces the burst errors whose contributions to the total quantization error are very small but have signi cant impact on the binary image quality. Finally, a simple post-processing step (e.g., median ltering) might (e) NLIVQ with codebook size of 128 tested on 10 point Courier. Figure 4 : Comparison of the results of the interpolation from 300 dpi to 600 dpi using di erent NLIVQ systems trained on the 8 point Times New Roman font and then tested on the Courier font. 24
(a) Originally scanned 600 dpi image (8 point Courier font).
(b) Interpolated from 300 dpi to 600 dpi using codebook size of 128 trained on 8 point
Times New Roman.
(c) Interpolated from 300 dpi to 600 dpi using bilinear interpolation.
(d) Interpolated from 300 dpi to 600 dpi using pixel replication. 
